At_a_l: This is an ancient spear-throwing tool that came before the bow and arrow.

C_o__a: This is a cactus that grows in Valley of Fire - it is covered in long spines and is sometimes called the “jumping c_o__a.”

_oj__e: This is the name of the desert that Valley of Fire is located in.

S_n_s__ on__: The red rock formations in Valley of Fire are this type of stone (which is also Nevada’s State Rock!)

_ro__on: This is the name for the natural process of wind and water carving away at rock formations.

D_s__t V_rn__h: This is the name of the black coating that forms on the surface of Valley of Fire’s red rock formations in some areas.

P_t__g__ph: These are symbols and images that were carved and chipped into rocks by Native Americans hundreds to thousands of years ago.

P_t_if_e_ L_g: This is the name of wood that has turned into stone due to a natural process.

_ir_ W____: This is one of Valley of Fire’s most famous rock formations - it is shown on the cover of the park brochure.

Cre_so__: This shrub has long branches with small green leaves, and is one of the most common plants in Valley of Fire. Native Americans had a wide variety of uses for this plant.